EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION
Volunteering Victoria commends the Victorian Government for its efforts to ensure more
inclusivity for people with disability and provide extensive consultation towards the next state
disability plan 2021 to 2025 (the New State Disability Plan).
For Volunteering Victoria, our members and the volunteering sector in Victoria on whose
behalf we advocate, a primary concern is that the current state disability plan for 2017-2020
titled "Absolutely Everyone" (the Current State Disability Plan), apart from one point 1, does not
specifically reference volunteering. This is despite the significant and critical role that volunteering
plays in the disability sector, in the workforce that supports disability services and indeed in the
lives of people with disability across all sectors of the community.
Volunteering Victoria, as the state peak volunteering body in Victoria and others including
Volunteering Australia, have over a number of years made numerous submissions detailing the
value of volunteering and expressing concern at the absence of incorporation of volunteering in
government disability plans, in disability legislation and in National Disability Insurance Scheme
(NDIS) legislation2 • But the fact remains that this is a serious omission with significant impacts for
disability inclusive volunteering and effective volunteer management.

Primary Recommendation: that the New State Disability Plan explicitly include and articulate
volunteering, noting the scale, diversity and power it has to sustain health and wellbeing and
the inclusive role it plays both in the disability sector and more broadly across the community.
With proper understanding, recognition and appreciation of the disability workforce as one
including volunteers, many of whom themselves are people with disability, and incorporation of
volunteering in the New Disability Plan, the Victorian Government can:

1

1.

More effectively plan for, manage and support this inclusive workforce;

2.

encourage and promote and identify and reduce barriers to volunteering
in the disability sector; and

3.

encourage and promote and create opportunities and reduce barriers
for the involvement of people with disability in volunteering.

State Disability Plan 2017-2020 Action 12 page 37 - Implementing strategies to Improve opportunities for training, volunteering
and employment for people with a disability (with regard to improving park accessibility for people with a disability) bttR1il
wwwstatedisabilitvciao.x&w.au/aooiic.ation/fiies/2314/8062/9382/1610033 �.ctm.iin state disabilltv mill.ZOU-2C.20..D:xt.Wil.mtf
See Annex A for a list of relevant submissions and research, including recommendations, on volunteering in and for the disability sector
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Scope: Include a full and detailed scoping of the disability workforce by
gathering full and proper data on the number and role of volunteers, including
those with disability and/or other lived experience of disability to:
»

enable Government to effectively manage, plan and support this workforce
appropriately and ensure its sustainability;

»

identify, promote and encourage opportunities for involvement of people with
disability in volunteering, with barriers identified and reduced.

Implement: Across government and government organisations create
opportunities for people with disability in both employment and volunteering,
identifying and reducing barriers and promoting and encouraging disability
inclusion.

ABOUT VOLUNTEERING VICTORIA
Volunteering Victoria is the state peak body for volunteering, with a singular and specialised focus
on volunteering. We lead the development of a collaborative, sustainable, thriving volunteering
community and movement in Victoria. We see our role as promoting and building a vibrant,
strong volunteering community that is inclusive, respected and sustainable, encouraging resilient
communities and empowered and active citizens through volunteering.
Volunteering Victoria strives to find new and creative ways to engage organisations and individuals
in meaningful volunteering, supporting volunteer managers, volunteers and volunteer-involving
organisations. This includes supporting our 415 individual and organisational members, key
strategic partners from all sectors and places around Victoria and the broader community to
encourage and enable volunteering.

Our membership - representing volunteering in the
disability sector
18 of our members are disability organisations. Our 37 local government and 17 volunteer
support service members all provide support to disability volunteer-involving organisations many
of whom also involve and encourage and promote volunteers with disability. Another 75 of our
organisation members are involved in health and 17 in aged care - the lack of acknowledgement
and recognition of volunteering in the Current State Disability Strategy and disability legislation
directly impacts these organisations resulting in insufficient support for volunteer involvement.

4
5.
6.

Volunteering Australia Submission to the development of the National Disability Strategy October 2020 page 3 httos-1/wwwYPlunteerio
oustralia ora/wp-content/ucloads/Submissien-tP:the:NationaJ-Disabilitv-StrateRY-FINAL pdf
Victoria ALIVE Project Report, page 17 https:(lwww.vlctoriaallve.org.au/wp-contentjuploads/2019/11Nlc-AUVE•Profect•Final-Report.pdf
Australlan Government Productivity Commission, Mental Health Inquiry Report (2020) page 391 www.pc,gov.au/lngulrlesfcompleted/mental-health/reportJmen
taf-health odf
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Our experience, submissions and track record:
Submissions, Position Papers and Advocacy
Volunteering Victoria has made a number of submissions over many years calling for increased
recognition of the role of volunteers in the disability sector and of the benefits of volunteering for
people with disability7.
Victoria ALIVE Project
While the Current State Disability Plan does not explicitly reference volunteering, during 2018
and 2019 Volunteering Victoria ran the Victoria ALIVE Project in partnership with and support
from the Department of Health and Human Services and Neighbourhood Houses Victoria8• The
project was funded in part as an internal departmental action to implement the Current State
Disability Plan, with funding from the NDIS. The vision of the Victoria ALIVE project was that
"Victoria's volunteering organisations are welcoming, inclusive and accessible for people with all
abilities". The focus of the project, therefore, was on volunteer-involving organisations and
improving their practices. While the Victoria ALIVE project did not include specific consultation or
research on the New State Disability Plan, the project team was well-placed to explore benefits,
barriers and ways to improve disability inclusive volunteering in Victoria. These findings and
recommendations are critical to developing the New State Disability Plan and in supporting and
explaining the recommendations in this submission. Furthermore a number of learnings from the
project were identified and proposed for purposes of the development of the New State Disability
Plan which can be found in Annex A to this submission10.
Specifically, the report of the Victoria ALIVE Project noted that as volunteering relates to many
of the initiatives outlined in the Current State Disability Plan, disability inclusion should be
incorporated and highlighted in the Victorian Volunteering Strategy which is underway11• The
Project also points out that as volunteering is an important means for volunteers to participate
in our communities, volunteering should be incorporated in many of the activities outlined in the
new State Disability Plan noting that, should the four pillars be retained, volunteering is articulated
as a high level activity of Pillar 4 "Contributing Lives".

7
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9
10
11

Annex A details Volunteering Victoria submissions, position papers and research Including Victoria ALIVE Recommendations for the New
State Disability Plan at page 2 of the Annex; State of Volunteering in Victoria: 2020 at page 7; Submission to the Royal Commission into
Victoria's Mental Health System at page 9; and Worker Screening Regulations 2020 at page 10
https:/Jwww.volunteerlngvfctorla.orgau/advocacy�pollCY;research/
Victoria ALIVE (Ability-Links-Inclusive-Volunteering-Everyday) project, an activity of the 2018-19 Information Linkages and capacity Sulldlng
(ILC) Transition Grant Stream hl1DJ;·/lwww.vi�.QliilJl1.
Victoria ALIVE hl1DJ;·//wwwvi� 0!1 aJJ/.
Annex A Victoria AtlVE Recommendations for the New State Disability Plan detailed on page 2 of Annex A
https://www.volunteer.vic.gov.au/victorian-volunteer-strategy
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ABOUT VOLUNTEERING IN VICTORIA
Definition of Volunteering
In Australia, volunteering is defined as: "time willingly given, without financial gain and for the
common good" 12• According to this definition, 2.3 million Victorians volunteer in our communities
in regular times. That is 42.1% of Victorians who contributed some 507.7 hours of volunteering
efforts in 201913 •

Value of Volunteering
In 2020 Volunteering Victoria, in partnership with the Victorian Government, produced a Victorian
state of volunteering report. The report is a flagship initiative of the Victorian Volunteering
Strategy 14 •
Across the 12 months of 2019, the value of volunteering to Victoria was $58.1 billion dollars.
This includes the $19.4 billion it would cost to replace the labour that volunteers contribute to
Victoria as well as $8.2 billion in contributions to Victoria's Gross State Product. This represents
a net return of approximately $3.70 on every dollar invested. To demonstrate the scale of the
volunteering sector we compared the cost to replace voluntary work in Victoria with the total
compensation of employees in the government and private sectors. The volunteering sector is
over one and a half times larger than the Victorian government sector and nearly half the size of
the private sector.
As significant as this contribution is, it is also costing Victorian volunteers on average over $1,700
a year to volunteer. On average, volunteer-involving organisations are reimbursing only one dollar
for every eight dollars a volunteer spends on volunteering. This means on top of their valuable
time, volunteers are donating nearly $6.70 per hour to volunteer after reimbursements. The
State of Volunteering Report outlines the hidden costs of volunteering, for both volunteers and
volunteer-involving organisations.
It is well known that individuals, communities and governments at all levels benefit from
volunteering and volunteers. The Government of Victoria has expressly recognised the extent,
value, contribution and impact of volunteers by delivering on a 2018 Election commitment to
develop a volunteer strategy to support and enhance volunteerism in Victoria.
Volunteers are a vital part of Victoria's social, economic, cultural and environmental fabric, and
volunteering delivers immense value to Victoria, for communities, places and individuals15 •
In addition to the direct economic benefits provided by a volunteer workforce of 1,511,500
Victorians, volunteering has many direct and indirect benefits for the strength and resilience of
Victorian communities.16

12
13
14
15

16

Volunteering Australia, https://www.volunteerlngaustralla.org/resources/deflnltion-of-volunteering/#/
State of VOiunteering Report WWW stateofvolunteering org au Report: https:/Jstateqfvolunteering grg aulwR::,CQ,ntent/ue12ad2/202g[lQL
SQlll!.l1�2l12lLWfl!.IIJtt
l1ttgs.,tfwww.wolu11h:.awic.KQY.au[victorian-volunteer-strategy
Ministerial Council for Volunteer's Volunteers In Victoria: Trends, Challenges and Opportunities Report, 2017, This Report was developed In 2017 to provide a
contemporary narrative for volunteering. It also provides a summary of the known social benefits, economic value and current trends. Findings from this report
highlight key trends, challenges and opportunities for volunteerin& and have informed the development of strategic priorities to strengthen and
support the volunteer sector In Vfctorla, page 5 httgs:{lwww.volunteer.vic:gov.au/mlnlsterfal-council-volunteers
Ministerial Council for Volunteer's Volunteers in Victoria: Trends, Challenges and Opportunities Report, 2017, page 5.
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VOLUNTEERING IN THE CONTEXT OF THE
DISABILITY SECTOR
Key points - benefits and barriers17
1.

For people with a disability, their family members and carers, volunteers and
service providers, the unique and distinct support that volunteers bring to
the lives of people with disability and their families is invaluable and critical 18•

2. Volunteers provide frontline support, delivering services for communities
in a wide variety of contexts, not for profit organisations, private sector
organisations and governments.
3. Volunteers in the disability system provide critical support to paid workers
including medical professionals, trained carers and administrative staff. This,
Volunteering Victoria would argue, is an essential part of the circle of care
people with disability are entitled to.
4. Volunteers receive no remuneration for the support they provide but add
significant value to the level of care that can be provided at a relatively small
cost to volunteer involving organisations and to the tax payer.
5. As volunteers are critical to the disability sector, volunteering should be
encouraged and promoted and any barriers that may serve to discourage
volunteering should be carefully assessed and balanced against the value
volunteers bring to the sector.
6.

People with disability volunteer, bringing different skills and experience to
their roles, benefiting themselves while also being role models for others 19 •

7. Volunteering is a common pathway to employment, providing opportunities
to gain work experience and develop skills.
8. Volunteering is a key form of social interaction which helps to form
friendships and develop 'natural supports'.

17
18
19

Victoria ALIVE https://www.victoriaalive.org.au/

Keith McVilly and Gemma A. Oodevska, Volunteers Don't Come Free (19 November 2019) University of Melbourne https://pursuit.unimelb.edu.au/artic/es/

volun teers-don-t-come-free

Volunteering is a recognised life goal and supported activity in the National Disability Insurance Scheme- see https://www.ndis.gov.ou/participants/finding-

keep ing-and-changing-jobs/thinking-about-work#booklet
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It is critical too that the people who are being supported and cared for are properly protected and
volunteers need to be similarly screened, trained and managed. At the same time, the differences
between volunteers and paid employees need to be appreciated and understood. Volunteers are
not paid for their services, their reason for volunteering differs but often includes a desire to serve
and give back20 • Volunteering needs to be safeguarded and barriers to volunteer involvement
should be reduced as much as possible, with processes, including screening checks, that are free
and easy to navigate.
An example of the importance of recognising and planning for the workforce that includes
volunteers is in the implementation of the NDIS screening provisions. As NDIS funding "does
not contemplate volunteers" 2 1, free screening checks for NDIS volunteers were only introduced
in Victoria after it was made clear (by Volunteering Victoria and others) that there were indeed
many volunteers in NDIS risk-assessed roles and that paid screening checks were a significant
barrier to volunteering22 • The process (two step manual process) for obtaining NDIS volunteer
screening checks continues to create anxiety and an administrative burden for NDIS providers and
volunteers. This is in itself is a barrier to volunteering. It is critical that planning for the disability
sector and for disability inclusive volunteering should specifically include and make provision for
volunteers.
Volunteer statistics and workforce
Volunteering Victoria is not aware of a full data collection that estimates the number of
volunteers augmenting the disability workforce in Victoria23 • In the absence of this data, however,
there are various case studies of organisations that rely heavily on volunteer-led initiatives24•
Certain reports have highlighted the fact that disability services have a high number of volunteer
vacancies needing to be filled and that such roles do not always generate enough interest from
prospective !.!olunteers25.
In the Supplementary consultation paper for the New State Disability Plan it is noted that the
Victorian Disability Advisory Council identified a number of proposed priority areas which include
"employment of people with disability" and "engagement and social connection among people
with disability". Articulation of volunteering in the New State Disability Plan as recommended and
undertaking a full and proper workforce survey would accord with this point.

20
21
22.
23
24
25

State of Volunteering In Victoria: 2020 page 26
Regulatory Impact Statement-Worker Screening Regulations 2020 (VIC) as an example: "This Is due to the NOIS check being tfed
directly to NOIS funding, which does not contemplate volunteers" page 24 bttps·J/s3 aR·SOYtheast-2 amazonaws com/hde au R-tAS a,,gp-Yif:snsue
fties/7316/0464/00lURegutatorv lmoact Statement - Worker Scceenlog Resutatfons 2020 pdf
Volunteering Victoria Submission • Worker Screening Regulations 2020 https:/{www.volunteeringvictoria.orgau/wp--content{ugtoads/2020/12Nv-Submis
slon-Worker-Screening-Regulations--Dec.pdf
State of Volunteering In Victoria: 2020 page 71
Victoria ALIVE bttcs·//wwwvictociaal!ye qrg au/ Volunteers In Victoria: Trends, challenges and opportunities page 28 and 29; State of Volunteering In Australia
2016 pages 17, 28 and 29-See Annex A
State of Volunteering In Australia 2016 page 28
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Volunteering Victoria recommends that the 2021-2025 State
Disability Plan:

»

Clearly articulates and incorporates volunteering within all four pillars of the
outcome framework (should these be retained):
recognising but also differentiating the role of volunteers in the disability
workforce; and
as a pathway to employment and to inclusion and participation for
people living with disability.

»

Includes an action for a detailed scoping of the size and function of the
disability workforce in Victoria by gathering full and proper data on the
number and role of volunteers, including those with disability and/or other
lived experience of disability to:
enable Government to effectively recognise, manage, plan and support
this workforce appropriately and ensure its sustainability, including
resourcing of volunteer training and a proportionate approach to
compliance;
Identify, promote and encourage opportunities for involvement of
people with disability in volunteering, with barriers identified and
reduced, including simplifying compliance.

30

\I

»

Develop action plans that create opportunities for people with disability in
both employment and volunteering, identifying and reducing barriers and
encouraging disability inclusion across government (at state and local level)
and government organisations.

»

Review and incorporate the findings and recommendations from the Victoria
ALIVE Project30 •

Victoria ALIVE https://www.victoriaalive.org.au/

volunteeringvictoria.org.au
info@volunteeringvictoria.org.au I (03) 9052 4524
552 Victoria St, North Melbourne, Victoria 3051

ANNEX A
Summary of Recommendations and Resources regarding Volunteers

Interchange
Value Added: Volunteer-Supported Services and the Challenge of the NDIS
Research conducted by the University of Melbourne 2019
https://www.interchange.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Value-Added-Volunteer-Supported
Services-and-the-Challenge-of-the-NDIS.pdf
Priority
Government to use these models of volunteering:
Social-support and community participation
Recommendation
1
Supported activity
Skills development
Out-of-Home support
Practical support
Organisational support
Advocacy
To inform policy development, develop and refine funding mechanisms, manage
quality and safeguard volunteer services in the disability sector.
Priority
Government should appropriately fund volunteering, including infrastructure
Recommendation needed to enable volunteers to be recruited, trained, matched and supported to
work with people with disability and their families to support safe and sustainable
2
volunteering that promotes choice, control and quality of life for people with
disability.
Priority
NDIS plans allow participants the choice to access service through both paid and
Recommendation volunteer programs
3
Recommendation 4 Procedures and guidelines governing the NDIS should be an individualised planning
system that acknowledges how many people with disability live in the context of a
family, and how the role of a volunteer might assist with a family unit more broadly
to support the quality of life of the participant with disability
Recommendation 5 Government policy to acknowledge the social and economic benefits that
volunteers provide to people with a disability and their families in a way that is
unique and distinct from support received by paid services. Benefits include:
- Increased access to information
- Increased knowledge, skills and confidence to participate in social and
economic life
- Fostering enriched relationships
Recommendation 6 Government support services that offer volunteer programs to develop monitoring
and assessment mechanisms to monitor and evaluate their operations effectively
and enhance reporting to funding bodies.
Recommendation 7 Government acknowledgement of volunteer support services as a critical
component of servicing the disability sector and as providing highly valued support
that is separate and distinct from services provided by paid staff.
Recommendation 8 Government include information and resources in induction and training for key
roles (NDIS planners, LACs, Support Workers etc.) to outline the benefits of
volunteers in the disability sector and how to source volunteers.
Page 7
The infrastructure required to coordinate sustainable volunteer-supported services
is critical to the sustainability of volunteering in the disability sector. This
infrastructure supports functions like recruitment and selection, support and
llP a g e
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development, workplace safety and wellbeing, volunteer recognition, quality
management and continuous improvement.
The value volunteers bring to people with a disability, their families and carers iS unjque and
distinct from the support offered by specialists and paid staff. Repo ed benefits include:
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

genuine friendshfp
empathy

personalised support

di�rse skills

enhances skills and knowledge
passion a ct enthusiasm

enriching, meaningful relallonshlps

0
0
0
0
0
0

increased community connections

fun and Innovation
Information sha,lng
respite
Increased con ,,dence
no conflicts of interest

The development of a taxonomy of volunteer services will help to guide more
informed discussion about the place and value of volunteer services in the
community care sector.
"Volunteers offer their time in a way that enhances and encourages the people with
Page 6
disabilities back into the community. There is no monetary gain for them by
listening to their stories while the volunteer spends hours in a car getting them to
and from their medical/specialist appointments in larger cities. They do it because
they want to make a difference and they care." - participant feedback
"The NDIS funding model needs to be better adapted to funding a mix of paid staff
Page 6
and volunteer-based support for participants." - participant feedback
Victoria ALIVE Recommendations for the New State Disability Plan
http_s:LLwww.victoriaalive.org.auL
Recommendation 1 Incorporate volunteering into one of the 4 pillars of the State Disability Plan for
2021-2023. It is recommended that volunteering is articulated as a high level
activity of Pillar 4 "Contributing Lives".
Page 9

Recommendation 2

Incorporate disability inclusion in the Victorian Volunteering Strategy, as there are
often systematic barriers that bar people with disability from volunteering.

Recommendation 3

For the DHHS to lead the way in employee volunteering and employee volunteering
programs with the aim to operate these programs across the government.

Recommendation 4

Undertake Disability Action Planning - one of the most effective means for positive
change but many plans do not include inclusive volunteering.

Recommendation 5

Specific recommendation for local governments: looking into initiatives to improve
employment pathways that will open up internally advertised roles to volunteers.

Recommendation 6

Specific recommendation for boards and committees: initiating leadership through
volunteering. Organisational leadership is a strategic area identified that can make
an impact across the volunteering sector, particularly those with lived experience
leading and implementing inclusive practices from the top down.

Recommendation 7
Supple
-mentary
paper

The Victorian Disability Advisory Council believes these are areas of priority:

•
•
•
•
•

Engagement and social connection among people with disability
Embedding co-design and universal design into infrastructure projects
Optimizing use of new Disability Liaison Officer positions in health services
Inclusion of people with disability in emergency and disaster responses
Employment of people with disability
21P a g e
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The many benefits of volunteering for people with disability include:
• Greater confidence, increasing self-esteem and self-belief
• More social connections
• Opportunities for networking
• Better psychological health
• Improved physical health outcomes
• Improved quality of life
• Development of skills & work experience
• Pathways to employment.

Page 2

Barriers to volunteering
• Difficulty finding volunteer roles and limited access to information about
volunteering (particularly with limited internet access)
• Volunteers "self-selecting" out of roles, due to recruitment processes, non-inclusive
organisation cultures and so on.
• The transport cost and lack of transport options, particularly in regional and rural
Victoria.
• Inaccessibility of the physical environment .
• Volunteering agencies and support services are under-resourced and do not have
the specialised skills to match and support people with disability into volunteer
roles.
Volunteering Australia - Submission to the National Disability Strategy Oct. 2020
htt12s:LLwww.volunteeringaustralia.orgLw12-contentLu12loadsLSubmission-to-the-National-DisabilityStrategy-FINAL.12df
Recommendationl Recognise and support the important role of volunteering in the lives of people with
disability
Recommendation2 Include how the volunteering sector can support the delivery of defined outcomes
in the Strategy
Recommendation3 Incorporate strategic consideration of, and investment in, the volunteer workforce
engaged in disability services.
Inclusion Melbourne
Volunteering and the National Disability Insurance Scheme: A discussion Paper (2016)
htt12:LLinclusionmelbourne.org.auLw12-contentLu12IoadsL2019L04LVolunteering-and-the-NDIS-SubmissionDiscussion-Pa12er-web.12df
Recommendationl That the NDIA monitor access to volunteers, particularly within regional, rural and
outer suburban areas.
Recommendation2 That the NDIA clearly articulate how volunteering is to be funded, either as ILC or
Tier 3 funding for people with a disability
Recommendation3 That state & local governments consider the implications of the NDIS rollout for
people with a disability, their families and the provider market without concurrent
ILC sourcing in place to maintain existing social capital
Recommendation4 That the NDIA implement a communication strategy to ensure that people with a
disability and their families are aware of the need to discuss funding supports for
the maintenance of existing volunteer supports.
Recommendations That the NDIA implement a communication strategy to ensure that existing
volunteer supporting organisations are aware of the pathways for funding to
maintain existing volunteer supports for people with a disability.
Recommendation6 That sourcing for ILC activities should distinguish volunteering which continues to
support group based activities vs those activities designed to connect individuals
leading to social inclusion.
3IP a g e
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Volunteer services also sit alongside and integrate with other disability services.
Inclusion Melbourne believe that effective volunteer support must sit within
disability or specialist organisations who understand the required focus of support
and can train and support volunteers to effectively help people achieve outcomes.
There are two aspects of volunteering that require separate detailed consideration
in relation to supporting and growing volunteering in the NDIS. The first is
supporting people with a disability to become volunteers, while the second is
encouraging others to volunteer to support people with a disability. The NDIA
should seek to determine how best to fund support for both of these activities.
Impact of the National Disability Insurance Scheme on Volunteering in the Disability Services Sector in
Western Australia
httg_s:LLwww.volunteeringwa.org.auLassetsLdownloadsLvwa-ndis-volunteering-reg_ort-2020-final.g_df
Recommendationl Support networks, communities of practice, or special interest groups be
established to foster development, collaboration and support across the disability
volunteer sector.
Recommendation2 Further work be done to clarify issues such as suitability of roles for volunteers,
training requirements and provision, risk assessment and management.
Recommendation3 Funding and other creative solutions be sought to build volunteer management
expertise and skilled volunteer managers across the sector
Recommendation4 Further research be considered into the experiences, needs, perceptions of
volunteers, paid staff and people with disabilities.
VCOSS submission to the Victorian State Disability Plan 2021-2024
httg_s:LLvcoss.org.auLwg_-contentLug_loadsL2021L01LSUB 201223 VCOSS-submission-to-Victoria-StateDisabilit:ll-Plan-2021-2024 Final.g_df
Volunteering, which can be a gateway to future career opportunities, is also more
Page 43
difficult to access for people with disability.
Community Visitors are independent volunteers who are empowered by the
Page 48 & 49
Disability Act 2006 to visit people with disability in a range of residential settings. A
range of state and national inquiries and reports have noted the critical value of
Community Visitors, who work to promote and safeguard the rights of people with
disability through individual support and by highlighting systemic issues... With
limited funding and a team of experienced volunteers, the Community Visitor
program delivers crucial support to people with disability in 'closed' environments
Further reading: Office of the Public Advocate, Community Visitors Annual Report
2019-2020, December 2020 [Found at httg_s:LLwww.g_ublicadvocate.vic.gov.auLog_as-workLour-organisationLannual-reg_ortsLcommunity-visitor-annual-reg_ortsL223community-visitor-annual-reg_ort-2019-2020]
General Social Survey, Summary Results, Australia, 2019
httg_s:LLwww.abs.gov.auLstatisticsLg_eog_leLg_eog_le-and-communitiesLgeneral-social-survey-summaryresu Its-austra IiaLlatest-release
Table 8.3 Persons
Persons
Males
Females
aged 15 years and
ESTIMATE f000)
over who have
undertaken unpaid
141.2
185.6
303.6
Arts/Heritage
voluntary work
148.7
60.1
Business/Professional/Union
99.7
through an
Community/Ethnic groups
378.8
685.6
278.3
organisation in last
613.2
1,284.3
654.4
Education and Training
12 months,
474.2
722.4
279.6
Parenting, children and youth
Characteristics of
Emergency services

218.0

103.6

276.1

Environment/Animal welfare

175.9

139.2

352.6
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